User Benefits

• Flexible, simple, efficient
• Minimum setup-time (30s) = maximum flexibility
• Wide range of bag sizes (50 x 50 mm - 400 x 800 mm)
• Tailor made with many additional features
• External dosing-counting-weighing systems available
• For small and big quantities
• Automatic feeding systems can be integrated
• Up and downstream connectivity available

Typical Applications

• Produce and Bakery
• Confectionary; Assorted Flavour mixing or Single item
• Food and Beverage
• Retail & Kit Assembly Packages
• Pick to order kits
• Cosmetics and beauty aids
• Personal & disposable health care
• Mailing & printing
• Hardware, Electrical, Fasteners, connectors, parts

1 BAG MAGAZINE

• Premade Bags are delivered in Wicket stacks for 100% quality
• Easy- setup- system for simple handling and storing

OPTIONS:
• Quick exchange magazine

2 PRINT/LABELLING STATION

• Modern thermal transfer printing technology allows for exact positioned imprinting of various product data up to 360 DPI and various sizes (50 x 70 up to 200 x 300 mm)
• Open network source for all printer types, managed via PC/Windows

OPTIONS:
• Quick exchange magazine

3 FILLING STATION (S)

• The bags are opened by means of blown air and/or extension fingers.
• Filling proceeds manually or by conventional dosing-counting-weighing systems

OPTIONS:
• Individual filling funnels or hoppers
• Up to 10 additional filling stations for producing article-sets

OPTIONS:
• Height adjustable
• Multi-chamber-sealing
• Weight-control

4 SEALING STATION

• Bags are flattened, held, sealed and cut with perfect sealing quality
• And afterwards laid down into a box or onto a conveyor belt.